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LOOKING FORWARD
Financial markets are discounting mechanisms, and the
global equity markets are currently discounting an
improvement in growth as 2019 unfolds. The global rally in
2017 correctly anticipated the improvement in growth and
earnings in 2018, while the market weakness in the later
part of 2018 foreshadowed the current global economic
slowdown. Since late December, however, markets have
begun to price in better growth in countries such as China
(Shanghai Composite up 24% ytd), Europe (Stoxx Europe
600 up 13% ytd in local currency) and the U.S. (S&P 500
up 13%). Within the U.S. market, companies with high
international sales are outperforming those with a
domestic focus by 6% this year and global cyclicals are
outperforming defensive shares by 3%. The worrying
signals from the credit markets late last year have also
reversed, with spreads on investment grade and high yield
bonds narrowing significantly.
While we weren’t worried about the state of the credit
markets, we did think investors were too optimistic about
growth during 2018. The significant downgrade in
optimism in the fourth quarter led us to upgrade our
expectations for U.S. and emerging market growth in
January. Is economic data accumulating that illustrates a
growth pickup in 2019? Some evidence of improvement
exists in the U.S., while the jury is still out for European

and Chinese growth. The U.S. picture is hardly bulletproof,
as highlighted by the weak February payroll report (job
gains of just 20,000 compared to a 209,000 monthly
average over the prior year). But other measures of the
job market, including surveys of businesses, show more
resilience. We haven’t been expecting improvements to
European and Chinese growth until the second half of
2019, so the current soft data isn’t too surprising.
Nevertheless, signs of stabilization will be a necessary
support to the improved risk environment realized so far
this year.
Politicians and central bankers have responded, belatedly,
to the global slowdown. China is aggressively easing fiscal
policy and working to stimulate the industrial side of its
economy. The European Central Bank (which has only cut
rates since 2011) has committed additional credit to the
banking system, and the Federal Reserve has quickly
swiveled to an easier posture since year-end. This turns
the focus from central bankers to the politicians, with
developments like U.S./China trade talks, Brexit and the
European Parliamentary elections front and center. While
we don’t expect any of these events to present a
sustained risk to the global financial markets, their political
nature makes their outcomes less predictable.

ANTICIPATING A RECOVERY
The bounce in global equities is yet to be validated by improving global growth.
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Source: Northern Trust Global Asset Allocation,Bloomberg. MSCI ACWI = Global equities. Economic surprise index is measured by Citi. Data from 8/31/2018 through
3/14/2019. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Interest Rates

Our expectation that the global economy avoids recession
should keep interest rates from going much lower. However,
our Stuckflation theme, as well as the presence of central
banks watching from the sidelines, should also prevent rates
from going much higher. These opposite forces should keep
both short- and long-term yields range-bound. As a result, we
have positioned portfolios with a neutral duration relative to
their benchmarks. From a broader asset allocation point of
view, we are not negative on the interest-rate outlook, but see
better opportunities in risk assets. In fact, our overweight to
interest-rate-sensitive global real estate is driven by our
expectation for range-bound interest rates and continued
global growth.

RATE RESET
Investors expect little movement in short-term rates.
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Increased dovishness from major central banks – including the
earlier year “Powell pivot” and the ECB’s announcement of
new bank liquidity programs – continues to be reflected in
investor expectations for monetary policy. As seen in the chart,
investors now expect the three-month U.S. Treasury yield (a
good proxy for the Fed funds rate) to remain at (or below)
current levels for the next four years. Three-month German
bunds are expected to remain negative for that entire time
frame.
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Source: Northern Trust Global Asset Allocation, Bloomberg. Data as of 3/14/2019.

x Investors see little chance of any interest rate hikes any time soon.
x Interest rates should not go much lower absent a global recession.
x We are neutral duration but prefer risk assets in this environment.

Credit Markets
Positive sentiment has returned to the credit markets. The high
yield market is enjoying the largest back-to-back monthly
inflows since April 2016 – roughly $10 billion year-to-date,
compared to outflows of $45 billion in 2018. Flows for the high
yield asset class turned positive after negative sentiment and
tighter liquidity in the fourth quarter led to significant outflows,
which pushed spreads to their widest levels in several years.
Fund flows also responded favorably to recent dovish
commentary from central banks, another stable earnings
season, a benign inflation outlook and well-functioning capital
markets.
Another major contributor to high yield flows has been a shift in
demand from the loan market, which has yet to fully recover
from the fourth-quarter selloff. The loan market has been
further affected by interest rate expectations. Recent
commentary from the Fed about a more dovish stance has
translated into tempered collateralized loan obligation (CLO)
creation – and, thus, loan refinancing and issuance. The
combination of the strongest flows into the high yield asset
class in several years and insufficient new issuance volume
has led to a 6% return through the first two-and-a-half months
of the year – the best calendar-year start since 2001. Despite
the strong start, we remain decidedly overweight the asset
class. The current 6.5% yield is attractive in an environment of
solid fundamentals, low default rates and search for income.
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SELLING LOW AND BUYING HIGHER
Retail investors reverse course as performance improves.
High yield mutual fund flows ($, billions)
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Source: Northern Trust Global Asset Allocation, Lipper FMI, JP Morgan. Data as of
2/28/2019.

x Investors are once again favorable on high yield.
x Fundamentals – including low default rates – remain supportive.
x High yield represents our largest tactical overweight.
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Equities

Higher equity prices combined with modestly falling earnings
expectations have led valuations back to levels seen last
September (see chart). This makes sense to us, as we felt the
market sell-off late last year was unjustified and reflected too
high a probability of near-term recession risk. Continued
investor skepticism regarding the global economy combined
with more accommodative central banks should be supportive
of equities – particularly in the U.S. – if our less pessimistic
growth expectations are realized. Outside the U.S., we await
additional confirmation that trends in Europe are beginning to
stabilize and that China’s increased monetary and fiscal
stimulus reverses its economic slowdown.

VALUATION BOUNCEBACK
Equity valuations have quickly returned to pre-correction levels.
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Global equities added further to gains over the past month,
albeit at a more measured pace than the strong bounce back
early this year. While global growth data and U.S.-China trade
negotiation progress have disappointed somewhat, equities
have taken the news largely in stride. Instead, markets have
been comforted by the newfound dovishness on behalf of
global central banks, including the Fed; the pivot away from
further tightening and new liquidity programs from the
European Central Bank.
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Source: Northern Trust Global Asset Allocation, Bloomberg. S&P 500 data represents
U.S. data while MSCI represents world ex-U.S. and emerging market data. Data from
9/30/2018 through 2/28/2019.

x Equity valuations have moved from cheap to justified.
x Continued global growth and easy money supports prices.
x The U.S. remains our favorite equity region.

Real Assets
INVENTORY BUILDUP
Crude oil inventories are elevated vs. last year and recent history.
2018 U.S. crude oil inventory
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After a steady rise in oil inventories in the fourth quarter (driven
by OPEC’s production ramp up in advance of Iranian
sanctions, which were ultimately muted by U.S. waivers for a
number of countries), inventories have modestly narrowed the
gap with the five-year average. Inventories should continue to
track lower (vs. history) as: 1) U.S. production growth from
unconventional basins gradually slows in response to reduced
investment; 2) OPEC production cuts restrict global output; and
3) Venezuelan production continues to slide.
While the supply situation is looking better, investors are still
unsure about – and are therefore focusing on – global demand.
To understand the global oil demand outlook is to understand
the global economic growth outlook. Our expectation for a
global growth slowdown – but not recession – should provide
modest support to oil prices. However, it is worth noting that
global growth seems to be resulting less from manufacturing
and more from the services sector, which is less oil/commodity
intensive. On a related note, the slowdown in Chinese growth
(historically commodity intensive) represents a hurdle.
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We remain neutral natural resources. Our slightly more
optimistic outlook for global economic growth (vs. consensus)
is offset by the composition of that growth (services vs.
manufacturing) and still-elevated oil inventories, which can
have an outsized influence on asset class price movements.
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Source: Northern Trust Global Asset Allocation, EIA, Data from 12/31/2012 through
1/31/2019.

x Oil inventories relative to history are elevated but should narrow.
x Oil demand faces a slower, more service-oriented economy.
x We remain neutral natural resources.
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Conclusion
Flows into U.S. domestic equity funds (mutual funds and ETFs)
followed the market lower through December, and then jumped
into positive territory by February. Flows into high yield products
showed a similar pattern, with these investors (both retail and
institutional) selling weakness and buying strength. While some of
this may be tax-related selling, it is also likely tied to bad investor
habits. We are focused on trying to anticipate where the markets
are mispricing assets, and the sell-off that culminated on
th
December 24 presented such an opportunity. In our January
investment strategy meetings, we increased our recommended
risk in our global policy model to reflect the improved outlook for
risk-taking. Since then, two of our favored asset classes have had
the highest risk-adjusted performance of all major assets – high
yield bonds and global real estate. As our growth and inflation
outlook hasn’t changed materially since January, and markets
have rallied nicely, we have left our tactical asset allocation
recommendations unchanged for the last two months. We expect
growth in the U.S. and emerging markets to beat restrained
investor expectations – and it will be important for both emerging
market and European data to show stabilization and signs of
improvement in coming months.

or tax-related) is only likely to increase through the 2020 U.S.
election, and this will increasingly be a distraction for investors.
Conversely, inflation doesn’t look like a leading suspect to upset
the risk-taking environment as many measures globally show
slowing inflation and the headline U.S. and Chinese consumer
price indexes are only rising 1.5% over the prior year. The
constrained inflation environment is proving a catalyst for easier
central bank policy, which we expect to support global risk-taking.
We still expect risk-taking to be rewarded this year, hence our
favoring of high yield bonds, U.S. equities and global real estate
over investment-grade bonds. We are, however, at a moderated
level of risk-taking given the uncertainties on the horizon. Better
clarity on the economic recovery in Europe and China will be
important, as will some progress in trade talks between the U.S.
and China. We’ve been expecting a near-term hard Brexit to be
th
avoided by a delay to the March 29 departure date, and while
that seems the most likely outcome, there are still significant
uncertainties to be resolved before that is concluded. We look
forward to updating you on our investment outlook as the year
progresses.

The one notable change in our investment strategy this month was
a downgrade in the U.S. regulatory environment to negative. The
drumbeat around increased regulation (be it technology, financial
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